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Abstract

1. Introduction

P.

Interactive drama has been discussed for a
number of years as a new AI-based interactive
experience (Bates 1992, Laurel 1986). While
there has been substantial technical progress in
building believable agents (Bates et al 1992,
Blumberg 1996, Hayes-Roth et al 1996) and
some technical progress in interactive plot
(Weyhrauch 1997), no work has yet been
completed that combines plot and character
into a full-fledged dramatic experience. The
game industry has been producing plot-based
interactive experiences (adventure games) since
the beginning of the industry, but only a few of
them (such as The Last Express) begin to approach the status of interactive drama. Part of
the difficulty in achieving interactive drama is
due to the lack of a theoretical framework
guiding the exploration of the technological and
design issues surrounding it. This paper proposes a theory of interactive drama based on
Aristotle’s dramatic theory but modified to
address the interactivity added by player agency.
This theory both provides design guidance for
interactive dramatic experiences that attempt to
maximise player agency (answering the question
“What should I build?”) and technical direction
for the AI work necessary to build the system
(answering the question “How should I build
it?”). In addition to clarifying notions of
interactive drama, the model developed in this
paper also provides a general framework for
analysing player agency in any interactive
experience (e.g. interactive games).
This neo-Aristotelian theory integrates
Murray’s (1998) proposed aesthetic categories
for interactive stories and Aristotle’s structural
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2. Defining interactive drama
Many game designers, writers, and theorists
have wrestled with the vexing question: “What
is interactive story?” This paper continues a
specific thread of discussion with respect to this
question, the thread begun by Laurel’s adoption
of an Aristotelian framework first for interactive
drama (Laurel 1986) and then more generally
for interactive experiences (Laurel 1991) and
continued by Murray’s description of the
experiential pleasures and properties of interactive stories (Murray 1998). While Murray
explores a variety of interactive story types, this
paper will focus explicitly on the notion of
interactive drama as defined in Laurel’s thesis
(1986) and pursued by the Oz Project at
Carnegie Mellon University (Bates, et al 1992,
Weyhrauch 1997).
In this conception of interactive drama,
the player assumes the role of a first-person
character in a dramatic story. The player does
not sit above the story, watching it as in a

simulation, but is immersed in the story.
Following Laurel, dramatic (Aristotelian)
stories are distinguished from narrative stories
by the following properties:
• enactment vs. description
• intensification vs. extensification
• unity of action vs. episodic structure
Enactment refers to action. Dramas
utilise action rather than description to tell a
story. Intensification is achieved by arranging
incidents so as to intensify emotion and condense time. In contrast, narrative forms often
‘explode’ incidents by offering many interpretations of the same incident, examining the
incident from multiple perspectives and expanding time. Unity of action refers to the arrangement of incidents such that they are all causally
related to a central action. One central theme
organises all the incidents that occur in the
story. Narratives tend to employ episodic
structure, in which the story consists of a
collection of causally unrelated incidents.
Certainly not all interactive story
experiences must have the properties of Aristotelian drama. In fact, most interactive story
experiences built to date have either been highly
episodic (generally those narrative experiences
built by the game industry, such as adventure
games), have employed a hypertextual logic of
association rather than a logic of dramatic
probability and causality (generally those
experiences built by fine artists and writers), or
have focused on story not as a highly structured
experience created by an author for consumption by an audience, but rather as a shared social
construction facilitating human communication
(multi-user worlds such as MUDs, MOOs, and
avatar spaces, massive multi-player games such
as Everquest and Ultima Online, and games such
as Purple Moon’s Rocket series or Will Wright’s
The Sims). Additionally, the interaction in an
interactive story does not necessarily have to be
first-person interaction as a character within the
story. The neo-Aristotelian poetics developed
here informs a specific niche within the space of
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categories for drama (Aristotle 330 BC). The
theory borrows from Laurel’s treatment of
Aristotle in an interactive context (Laurel 1986,
1991) but extends it by situating Murray’s
category of agency within the model; the new
model provides specific design guidelines for
maximising user agency. First, I will give the
definition of interactive drama that motivates
this theory and situate this definition with
respect to other notions of interactive story.
Next, I will present Murray’s three categories of
immersion, agency, and transformation. Then I
will present a model of Aristotle’s categories,
relating them in terms of formal and material
causation. Within this model, agency will be
situated as two new causal chains inserted at the
level of character. Finally, I will use the resulting
model to clarify conceptual and technical issues
involved in building interactive dramatic worlds
and briefly describe a current project informed
by this model.
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interactive narrative and provides a principled
way of distinguishing this niche from other
interactive narrative experiences.

3. Murray’s aesthetic categories
Murray (1998) proposes three aesthetic categories for the analysis of interactive story experiences: immersion, agency, and transformation.
Immersion is the feeling of being present
in another place and engaged in the action
therein. Immersion is related to Coleridge’s
“willing suspension of disbelief ”. When we are
immersed in an experience, we are willing to
accept the internal logic of the experience, even
though this logic deviates from the logic of the
real world. A species of immersion is telepresence, the feeling of being physically present
(from a first-person point of view) in a remote
environment.
Agency is the feeling of empowerment
that comes from being able to take actions in
the world whose effects relate to the player’s
intention. This is not mere interface activity. If
there are many buttons and knobs for the player
to twiddle but all this twiddling has little effect
on the experience, there is no agency. Furthermore, the effect must relate to the player’s
intention. If, in manipulating the interface
elements, players do have an effect on the world,
but they are not the effects that the players
intended (perhaps they were randomly trying
things because they didn’t know what to do, or
perhaps they thought that an action would have
one effect but it had another), then there is no
agency.
Transformation is the most problematic
of Murray’s three categories. Transformation has
at least three distinct meanings:
• transformation as masquerade: the game
experience allows players to transform
themselves into others for the duration of the
experience;
• transformation as variety: the game experience
offers a multitude of variations on a theme;
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players are able to exhaustively explore these
variations and thus gain an understanding of
the theme;
• personal transformation: the game experience
takes players on a journey of personal transformation; transformation as masquerade and
variety can be seen as a means to effect
personal transformation.

4. Integrating agency into Aristotle
Murray’s categories are phenomenological
categories of the interactive story experience
(categories describing what it feels like to
participate in an interactive story). Aristotle’s
categories (described below) are structural
categories for the analysis of drama (categories
describing what parts a dramatic story is made
of). The trick in developing a theoretical
framework for interactive drama is integrating
the phenomenological aspect of first-person
experiences (what it feels like) with the structural aspects of carefully crafted stories. In
attempting this integration, I will first discuss
the primacy of the category of agency. Second, I
will briefly present an interpretation of the
Aristotelian categories in terms of material and
formal cause. Finally, agency will be integrated
into this model.
4.1 Primacy of agency
From an interactive dramatic perspective, agency
is the most fundamental of Murray’s three
categories. Immersion, in the form of engagement, is already implied in the Aristotelian
model. Engagement and identification with the
protagonist are necessary in order for an
audience to experience catharsis. Transformation, in the form of change in the protagonist,
also already exists in the Aristotelian model.
Murray’s discussion of transformation as variety,
particularly in the form of the kaleidoscopic
narrative that refuses closure, is contrary to the
Aristotelian ideals of unity and intensification.
To the extent that we want a model of interac-
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tive drama, as opposed to interactive narrative,
much of Murray’s discussion of transformation
falls outside the scope of such a model. While
immersion and transformation exist in some
form in non-interactive drama, the audience’s
sense of having agency within the story is a
genuinely new experience enabled by
interactivity. For these reasons, agency will be
the category integrated with Aristotle.
4.2 Aristotelian drama
Following Laurel (1991), Aristotle’s theory of
drama is represented in Figure 1. Aristotle
analysed plays in terms of six hierarchical
categories, corresponding to different ‘parts’ of a
play. These categories are related via material
cause and formal cause. The material cause of
something is the material out of which the thing
is created. For example, the material cause of a
building is the building materials of which it is
constructed. The formal cause of something is
the abstract plan, goal, or ideal toward which
something is heading. For example, the formal
cause of a building is the architectural blueprints.
In drama, the formal cause is the
authorial view of the play. The author has
constructed a plot that attempts to explicate
some theme. The characters required in the play

are determined by the plot; the plot is the
formal cause of the characters. The characters’
thought processes are determined by the kind of
character they are. The language spoken by the
characters is determined by their thought. The
patterns (song) present in the play are determined, to a large extent, by the characters’
language (more generally, their actions). The
spectacle, the sensory display presented to the
audience, is determined by the patterns enacted
by the characters.
In drama, the material cause is the
audience view of the play. The audience
experiences a spectacle, a sensory display. In this
display, the audience detects patterns. These
patterns are understood as character actions
(including language). Based on the characters’
actions and spoken utterances, the audience
infers the characters’ thought processes. Based
on this understanding of the characters’ thought
processes, the audience develops an understanding of the characters, the characters’ traits and
propensities. Based on all this information, the
audience understands the plot structure and the
theme. In a successful play, the audience is then
able to recapitulate the chain of formal causation. When the plot is understood, there should
be an “ah-ha” experience in which the audience
is now able to understand how the characters
relate to the plot (and why they must be the
characters they are), why those types of characters think they way do, why they took the
actions they did and said what they did, how
their speech and actions created patterns of
activity, and how those patterns of activity
resulted in the spectacle that the audience saw.
By a process of interpretation, the audience
works up the chain of material cause in order to
recapitulate the chain of formal cause.
4.3 Interactive drama
Adding interaction to the Aristotelian model can
be considered the addition of two new causal
chains at the level of character.
In Figure 2, the grey arrows are the
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Figure 1.
Aristotelian
theory of
drama.
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traditional chains of material and formal
causation. The player has been added to the
model as a character who can choose his or her
own actions. This has the consequence of
introducing two new causal chains. The players’
intentions become a new source of formal
causation. By taking action in the experience,
the players’ intentions become the formal cause
of activity happening at the levels from language
down to spectacle. But this ability to take action
is not completely free; it is constrained from
below by material resources and from above by
formal authorial causation from the level of
plot.
The elements present below the level of
character provide the player with the material
resources (material cause) for taking action. The
only actions available are the actions supported
by the material resources present in the game.
The notion of affordance (Norman 1988) from
interface design is useful here. In interface
design, affordances are the opportunities for
action made available by an object or interface.
But affordance is even stronger than implied by
the phrase “made available”; in order for an
interface to be said to afford a certain action, the
interface must in some sense ‘cry out’ for the
action to be taken. There should be a naturalness to the afforded action that makes it the
obvious thing to do. For example, the handle on
a teapot affords picking up the teapot with your
hand. The handle cries out to be grasped. In a
similar manner, the material resources in an
interactive drama afford action. Thus these
resources not only limit what actions can be
taken (the negative form of constraint) but cry
out to make certain actions obvious (the positive
form of constraint). Several examples of the
material affordances in interactive drama are
provided below.
The characters in an interactive drama
should be rich enough that the player can infer a
consistent model of the characters’ thought. If
the characters’ thought (goals, motivations,
desires) can be understood, then this thought
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becomes a material resource for player action.
By reasoning about the other characters’
thoughts, the player can take actions to influence these characters, either to change their
thoughts or actively help or hinder them in their
goals and plans.
The dialogue (language) spoken by the
characters and the opportunities for the player
to engage in dialogue are another material
resource for action. Dialogue is a powerful
means for characters to express their thoughts; it
is instrumental for helping the player to infer a
model of the characters’ thoughts. Conversely,
dialogue is a powerful means to influence
character behaviour. If the experience makes
dialogue available to the player (and most
contemporary interactive experiences do not),
this becomes a powerful resource for expressing
player intention.
The objects available in the experience (I
place the presence of interactive objects somewhere between spectacle and pattern) are yet
another resource for player action.
Finally, the mechanics of interaction
(spectacle) provide the low-level resources for
player actions. The mechanics provide the
interface conventions for taking action.
In addition to the material affordances
(constraints) from below, players experience

Figure 2.
Neo-Aristotelian theory
of drama.
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4.4 Agency
We are now ready to propose a prescriptive,
structural model for agency. Players will experience agency when there is a balance between the
material and formal constraints. When the
actions motivated by the formal constraints
(affordances) via dramatic probability in the plot
are commensurate with the material constraints
(affordances) made available from the levels of
spectacle, pattern, language and thought, then
players will experience agency. An imbalance
results in a decrease in agency. This will be made
clearer by considering several examples.
Many puzzle-based adventures suffer
from the imbalance of providing more material
affordances than formal affordances. This results
in the feeling of having many things to do
(places to go, objects to fiddle with) without
having any sense of why any one action would
be preferable to another. For example, Zork
Grand Inquisitor offers a rich world to navigate
and many objects to collect and manipulate. Yet,

since there is no unity of action, there is no way
to relate current actions to the eventual goal of
defeating the Grand Inquisitor. This leaves the
player in the position of randomly wandering
about trying strange juxtapositions of objects.
This detracts from the sense of agency. Though
the player can take action, this action is often
not tied to a high-level player intention. Notice
that adding more material opportunities for
action would not help the matter. The problem
is not a lack of options. The problem is having
insufficient formal constraint to decide between
choices.
Quake (and its ilk) induce agency by
providing a nice balance between material and
formal constraints. The proto-plot establishes
the following formal constraints (dramatic
probabilities).
1 Everything that moves will try to kill you.
2 You should try to kill everything.
3 You should try to move through as many
levels as possible.
From these three principles, all the rest of the
action follows. The material affordances perfectly balance these formal affordances. Players
can run swiftly and smoothly through the space,
pick up a wide array of lethal weapons, and fire
these weapons at monsters to produce satisfying,
gory deaths. The monsters’ behaviour is completely consistent with the ‘kill-or-be-killed’
ethos. Everything that one would want to try
and do given the formal constraints is doable.
There are no extraneous actions available (for
example, being able to strike up a conversation
with a monster) that are not dictated by the
formal constraints.
Note that though these example games
are not specifically interactive drama, the model
can still be used to analyse player agency within
these games. Though the model is motivated by
interactive drama, it can be used to analyse the
sense of agency in any interactive experience by
analysing the experience in terms of the dramatic categories offered by the model. For
example, though Quake has neither plot nor
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formal constraints from above. Of course, these
constraints are not directly perceived by the
players but, just as in non-interactive drama, are
understood by recapitulating the author’s chain
of formal causation by making inferences along
the chain of material causation. In non-interactive drama, understanding the formal chain of
causation allows the audience to appreciate how
all the action of the play stems from the dramatic necessity of the plot and theme. In
interactive drama, understanding the formal
causation from the level of plot to character
additionally helps players understand what to do
(why they should take action within the story
world at all). Just as the material constraints can
be considered as affording action from the levels
of spectacle through thought, the formal
constraints afford motivation from the level of
plot. This motivation is conveyed as dramatic
probability. By understanding what actions are
dramatically probable, the player understands
what actions are worth considering.
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characters in the strict sense, there are top-down
player expectations established by a ‘proto-plot’.
This ‘proto-plot’ is communicated by the
general design of the spectacle (e.g. the design of
the creepy industrial mazes) as well as the
actions of the characters, even if these characters
do have primitive diction and
thought.
In order to invoke a
sense of agency, an interactive
experience must strike a
balance between the material
and formal constraints. An
experience that successfully
invokes a sense of agency
inhabits a ‘sweet spot’ in design
space. Trying to add additional
formal constraints (more plot)
or additional material constraints (more actions) to a
balanced experience is likely to
move it out of the ‘sweet spot’.

5. Relationship to immersion and transformation

An avatar can provide both material and formal
constraints on a player’s actions. The avatar can
provide character exposition through such traits
as physical mannerisms and speech patterns.
This character exposition helps the player to
recapitulate the formal plot constraints.
Through both input and
output filtering (e.g. the
characters in Everquest, the
subjective avatars of Mateas
(1997)), the avatar can provide
material constraints
(affordances) for action. A visit
is one metaphor for balancing
material and formal constraints
when the material opportunities for action are limited.
From the formal side, the
conventions of a visit tell the
player that they won’t be able
to do much. Visits are about
just looking around, possibly
being guided through a space.
Given the limited expectations
for action communicated by
the formal constraints, the
designer can get away with
providing (and in fact, must
only provide) limited material means for action.
The mechanics provide the material
resources for action at the level of spectacle (the
interface can be considered part of the spectacle). Providing a clean, transparent interface
insures that agency (and thus immersion) will
not be disrupted.

The characters
in an interactive
drama should
be rich enough
that the player
can infer a
consistent
model of the
characters’
thought

Agency was taken as the
fundamental Murray category
to integrate with Aristotle. In this section, I
examine what the new, integrated model has to
say about immersion and transformation.

5.1 Immersion
Murray suggests three ways of inducing immersion: structuring participation with a mask (an
avatar), structuring participation as a visit, and
making the interaction conventions (the
interface mechanics) seamless. These three
mechanisms can be viewed in turn as a way to
provide material and formal constraints, as a
design suggestion for balancing the constraints,
or as a design suggestion for providing effective
material constraints at the level of spectacle.
Agency is a necessary condition for immersion.
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5.2 Transformation
Most of Murray’s discussion of transformation
examines transformation as variety, particularly
in the form of kaleidoscopic narratives that can
be re-entered multiple times so players can
experience different aspects of the story. Agency,
however, requires that a plot structure be present
to provide formal constraints. An open-ended
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a true sense of interactive freedom (agency),
transformation as variety is not an important
design consideration.
The problem with this solution to the
agency vs. transformation dilemma becomes
apparent as the player interacts with the world a
second time. On subsequent replays of the
world, the player and the observer become the
same person. The total interactive experience
consists of both first-person engagement within
the dramatic world and third-person reflection
across multiple experiences in the world. In
order to support the total experience, the
dramatic world must support both first-person
engagement and third-person reflection; it must
provide both agency and transformation as
variety.
A dramatic world supporting this total
experience could provide agency (and the
concomitant need to have a plot structure
providing formal constraints) and transformation by actively structuring the player experience
such that each run-through of the story has a
clean, unitary plot structure, but multiple runthroughs have different, unitary plot structures.
Small changes in the player’s choices early on
result in experiencing a different unfolding plot.
The trick is to design the experience such that,
once the end occurs, any particular run-through
has the force of dramatic necessity. The dramatic
probabilities should smoothly narrow to a
necessary end. Early choices may result in
different necessary ends; later choices can have
less effect on changing the whole story, since the
set of dramatically probable events has already
significantly narrowed. Change in the plot
should not be traceable to distinct branch
points; the player will not be offered an occasional small number of obvious choices that
force the plot in a different direction. Rather,
the plot should be smoothly mutable, varying in
response to some global state that is itself a
function of the many small actions performed
by the player throughout the experience.
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story without a clear point of view may disrupt
the plot structure too much, thus disrupting
agency. However, transformation as variety is
necessary to make interaction really matter. If,
every time a player enters the dramatic world,
roughly the same story events occur regardless of
the actions taken by the player, the player’s
interaction would seem inconsequential; the
player would actually have no real effect on the
story.
One way to resolve the apparent conflict
between transformation and agency is to note
that agency is a first-person experience induced
by making moment-by-moment decisions
within a balanced (materially and formally)
interactive system, while transformation as
variety is a third-person experience induced by
observing and reflecting on a number of
interactive experiences. Imagine an interactive
drama system that guides the player through a
fixed plot. As the player interacts in the world,
the system, through a number of clever and
subtle devices, moves the fixed plot forward.
Given that these devices are clever and subtle,
the player never experiences them as coercive;
the player is fully engaged in the story, forming
intentions, acting on them, and experiencing
agency. Imagine an observer who watches many
players interact with this system. The observer
notices that no matter what the players do, the
same plot happens (meaning that roughly the
same story events occur in the same order,
leading to the same climax). By watching many
players interact with the system, the observer
begins to discern the devices that control the
plot in the face of player interaction. This
observer will conclude that the player has no
true agency, that the player is not able to form
any intentions within the dramatic world which
actually matter. But the first-time player within
the world is experiencing agency. The designers
of the dramatic world could conclude that since
they are designing the world for the player, not
for the observer, as long as the player experiences
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6. The type of experience informed by the
model
This neo-Aristotelian poetics clarifies a specific
conceptual experiment in the space of interactive stories. Specifically, the experiment consists
of creating an interactive dramatic experience
with the experiential properties of traditional
drama, namely enactment, intensity, catharsis,
unity, and closure. The Aristotelian analytic
categories describe the structure (parts and
relationships) of a story experience that induces
these experiential properties. The way in which
interaction has been incorporated into this
model clarifies what is meant by interactive
dramatic experience. Here, interaction means
first-person interaction as a character within the
story. Further, the essential experiential property
of interactivity is taken to be agency. The
interactive dramatic experience should be
structured in such a way as to maximise the
player’s sense of agency within the story. The
model provides prescriptive structural guidance
for maximising agency (namely, to balance
material and formal constraints). So the conceptual experiment informed by this model can be
more precisely stated as follows: build a firstperson, interactive dramatic world that, in
addition to the classical experiential properties
of Aristotelian drama, also provides the player
with a strong sense of agency.
6.1 Technical agenda
In addition to clarifying conceptual and design
issues in interactive drama, the neo-Aristotelian
model informs a technical agenda of AI research
necessary to enable this kind of experience.
The primary heuristic offered by the
model is that to maintain a sense of player
agency in an interactive experience, material and
formal constraints must be balanced. As the
sophistication of the theme and plot of an
experience increases, maintaining this balance
will require characters whose motivations and
desires are inferable from their actions. In
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addition, these characters will have to respond
to the player’s actions. Believable agents, that is,
computer-controlled characters with rich
personality and emotion, will be necessary to
provide these characters. Additionally, for many
plots (e.g., domestic dramas in which the plot
centres around relationships, trust, betrayal,
infidelity, and self-deception), language is
necessary to communicate the plot. In order to
convey the formal constraints provided by the
plot, the characters must have a rich repertoire
of dialogue available. In addition, the player
must be able to talk back. One can imagine a
system in which the characters can engage in
complex dialogue but the player can only select
actions from menus or click on hotspots on the
screen; this is, in fact, the strategy employed by
character-based multimedia artwork and
contemporary adventure games.
But this strategy diminishes agency
precisely by unbalancing material and formal
constraints. The characters are able to express
complex thoughts through language. However,
players are not able to influence their thought
except at the coarse level provided by the mouseclick interactivity. Thus, maximising player
agency requires providing at least a limited form
of natural language dialogue.
The function of interactive characters is
primarily to communicate material and formal
constraints. That is, the player should be able to
understand why characters take the actions they
do, and how these actions relate to the plot.
Sengers (1998a) provides a nice analysis of how
this focus on agents as communication vs.
agents as autonomous, independent entities
results in changes in agent architectures. When
the focus changes from ‘doing the right thing’
(action selection) to ‘doing the thing right’
(action expression), the technical research
agenda changes (Sengers 1998b). The neoAristotelian model indicates that action expression is exactly what is needed. In addition, an
interactive drama system must communicate
dramatic probability (likely activity given the
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7. Façade: an interactive drama guided by
the model
The author is currently engaged in a three-year
collaboration to build Façade (Mateas and Stern
2000), an interactive story world that seeks to
carry out the conceptual and technical experiment informed by the neo-Aristotelian poetics.
Together, we will:
• create a compelling, well-written story that
obeys dramatic principles, designed with
many potential ways to play out;
• build artificial intelligence that can control the
behaviour of real-time-animated computer
characters that will perform the roles of all but
one of the characters in the story;
• create a user interface that allows the player to
easily move within the world and converse
and gesture with the computer characters;
• build AI that can understand natural language
and gestural input within the context of the
story;
• build AI that can integrate the player’s
interactions into the space of potential plot
directions and character behaviours in the
story;
• collaborate with voice actors and animators to
author spoken dialogue, character behaviour,
and story events within the engine, to

construct the finished story world.
7.1 Story requirements
The story requirements describe the properties
we wish our story to have. These are not
intended to be absolute requirements. This is
not a description of the properties that all
interactive stories must have. Rather, these
requirements are the set of assumptions grounding the design of the particular interactive story
we intend to build.
• Short one-act play. Any one run of the
scenario should take the player 15 to 20
minutes to complete. We focus on a short
story for a couple of reasons. Building an
interactive story has all the difficulties of
writing and producing a non-interactive story
(film or play) plus all the difficulty of supporting true player agency in the story. In exploring this new interactive art form, it makes
sense to first work with a distilled form of the
problem, exploring scenarios with the minimum structure required to support dramatically interesting interaction. In addition, a
short one-act play is an extreme, contrarian
response to the many hours of game play
celebrated in the design of contemporary
computer games. Instead of providing the
player with 40 to 60 hours of episodic action
and endless wandering in a huge world, we
want to design an experience that provides the
player with 15 to 20 minutes of emotionally
intense, tightly unified, dramatic action. The
story should have the intensity, economy, and
catharsis of traditional drama.
• Relationships. Rather than being about
manipulating magical objects, fighting
monsters, and rescuing princesses, the story
should be about the emotional entanglements
of human relationships. We are interested in
interactive experiences that appeal to the
adult, non-computer-geek, movie-andtheatre-going public.
• Three characters. The story should have three
characters, two controlled by the computer
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plot) while smoothly narrowing the space of
dramatic probability over time. This means that
story action must be co-ordinated in such a way
as to communicate these plot-level constraints.
Thus it is not enough for an individual character’s actions to be ‘readable’ by an observer.
Multiple characters must be co-ordinated in
such a way that their joint activity communicates both formal and material (plot and
character level) affordances. This requires a
technical solution that blurs the firm plot/
character distinction usually made in AI
architectures for interactive drama (Blumberg
and Galyean 1995, Weyhrauch 1997).
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•

•

•

•

and one controlled by the
player. Three is the minimum number of characters
needed to support complex
social interaction without
placing the responsibility on
the player to continually
move the story forward. If
the player is shy or confused
about interacting, the two
computer-controlled
characters can conspire to set
up dramatic situations, all
the while trying to get the
player involved.
The player should be the
protagonist. Ideally, the
player should experience the
change in the protagonist as
a personal journey. The
player should be more than
an ‘interactive observer’ who simply pokes at
the two computer-controlled characters to see
how they change.
Embodied interaction should matter. Though
dialogue should be a significant (perhaps the
primary) mechanism for character interaction,
it should not be the sole mechanism. Embodied interaction, such as moving from one
location to another, picking up an object, or
touching a character, should play a role in the
action. These physical actions should carry
emotional and symbolic weight, and should
have a real influence on the characters and
their evolving interaction. The physical
representation of the characters and their
environment should support action significant
to the plot.
Action takes place in a single location. This
provides unity of space and forces a focus on
plot and character interaction.
The player should not be over-constrained by
a role. The amount of non-interactive
exposition describing the player’s role should
be minimal. Players should not have the
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feeling of playing a role, of actively having to
think about how the character they are
playing would react. Rather, players should be
able to be themselves as they explore the
dramatic situation. Any role-related scripting
(Murray 1998) should occur as a natural byproduct of their interaction in the world.
Players should ‘ease into’ their role; the role
should be the ‘natural’ way to act in the
environment, given the dramatic situation.
7.2 Story
Our story, which satisfies these story requirements, is a domestic drama in which a married
couple has invited the player over for dinner.
(Assume for the moment that the player’s
character is male.) Grace and Trip are apparently
a model couple, socially and financial successful,
well-liked by all. Grace and Trip both know the
player from work. Trip and the player are
friends; Grace and the player have got to know
each other fairly recently. Shortly after arriving
at their house for dinner, Grace confesses to the
player that she has fallen in love with him.

Figure 3.
The ‘Façade’
interactive
dramatic
world.

A preliminary poetics for interactive drama and games

7.3 Interface
The story world is presented to the player as an
animated 3D environment. The environment
and characters within the environment are
rendered in an illustrative style reminiscent of
graphic novels. The player is able to move about
this environment from a first-person point of
view, gesture and pick up objects, and converse
with the other characters by typing. The
computer-controlled characters look directly out
of the screen to gesture and talk to the player.
The conversation discourse is real-time; that is,
if the player is typing, it is as if those words are
spoken in (pseudo) real-time.
7.4 Story structure
The story is structured as a classic Aristotelian
plot arc. The AI plot system explicitly attempts
to change dramatic values (e.g. the love between
Trip and Grace, the trust between the player and
Trip) in such a way as to make a well-formed
plot arc happen. In the theory of (classical)

dramatic writing, the smallest unit of value
change is the beat (McKee 1997). Roughly, a
beat consists of an action/reaction pair between
characters. Beats are sequenced to make scenes,
scenes to make acts, acts to make stories. The AI
plot system contains a library of beats appropriate for our story. The system dynamically
sequences beats in such a way as to respond to
player activity and yet maintain a well-formed
plot arc. For the player, each run-through of the
story should have the force of dramatic necessity. Explicit decision points, which would
highlight the non-linearity of the story, should
not be visible. However, in multiple runthroughs of the story, the player’s actions have a
significant influence on which events occur in
the plot, which are left out, and how the story
ends. Only after playing the experience six or
seven times should players begin to feel they
have ‘exhausted’ the interactive story. In fact, full
appreciation of the experience requires the story
to be played multiple times. In Façade, our goal
is to create an interactive story experience that
provides the player with the agency to have an
effect on the trajectory of the story, yet has the
feel of a traditional, linear, dramatic experience.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, Murray’s concept of agency was
integrated into Laurel’s Aristotelian structural
model to yield a proposed Aristotelian interactive poetics. This model illuminates the general
conditions under which a user will experience
agency in any interactive experience and
provides design and technology guidance for the
particular case of building interactive dramatic
experiences.
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